Metal End Gables are an economical and attractive way to support worksurfaces. The open frames act as a wing panel in typical systems layouts creating an exceptional cost effective alternative. Metal Support Legs are ideal for a long run of worksurface that requires the additional support. Applications include supporting two adjoining worksurfaces or acting as the end gable.

**FEATURES:**

- Provides an economical and attractive solution while providing additional support to worksurfaces.
- Supports the worksurface and enhances the stability of connected panels.
- End Gables are available in 18”, 24” and 30” depths and work in conjunction with their like size worksurface depths.
- Leveling glides and all connecting hardware is included adding to the ease of installation.
- All Metal End Gables are available in standard Evolve frame finishes options.
- 12”d Metal Support Leg supports two adjoining worksurfaces and enhances the stability of connected panels.
- Please refer to the Evolve list price book for further information and current list pricing.